LECTURAS COMPLEMENTARIAS 
CURSO 2013-14

BÁSICO 1


BÁSICO 2


INTERMEDIJO 1

- Board Games, by James Butler. Black Cat Publishing.
- Shake Hands For Ever, by Ruth Rendell, MacMillan Readers
- Boy Tales of Childhood, by Roald Dahl, Penguin
- The Last Sherlock Holmes Story, Michael Dibdin. Oxford Bookworms (stage 3)
- The University Murders, R. Macandrew. CUP (stage 4)
- The USA (Factfiles), Oxford Bookworms
- The Bourne Identity, Penguin Readers.

INTERMEDIJO 2

- A is for Alibi. MacMillan. ISBN: 9781405072878
• Tasty Tales. Cambridge Readers. ISBN: 978-8-483-23542-3
• But was it murder? Cambridge Readers. ISBN: 978-0-521-78359-0
• The Progress of Love & Death of a Landscape. Alice Munro & Margaret Artwood. Idiomas Pons (serie Read and Listen) ISBN 9788484436799 + CD
• Nipple Jesus & Strangers When We Meet. Nick Hornby & Hanif Kureishi. Idiomas Pons (serie Read and Listen). ISBN 9788484437734 + CD
• Recitatif & To Room Nineteen. Toni Morrison & Doris Lessing. Idiomas Pons (serie Read and Listen) ISBN 9788484436805 + CD
• Sparkling Cyanide, by Agatha Christie. Collins English Readers (with MP3 CD) ISBN 978-0-00-745164-7

AVANZADO 1
• Windows of the Mind. Frank Brennan. Cambridge Readers
• East 43rd Street. Alan Battersby. Cambridge Readers
• Frozen Pizza and other stories of life. Antoinette Moses. Cambridge Readers
• The Way Home. Sue Leather. Cambridge Readers
• The Great Gatsby. F. Scott Fitzgerald. Retold by Clare West. Oxford Readers
• The Mistresses of Spices. Chitra Banerjee. Retold by Anne Collins. Macmillan Readers
• Officially Dead. Richard Prescott. Macmillan Readers
• The Best a Man can Get. John O’Farrell. Macmillan Readers

AVANZADO 2
• The Secret Keeper, Kate Morton.
• The Distant Hours, Kate Morton.
• A Thousand Splendid Suns. Khaled Hosseini
• Dear Life. Alice Munro
• Hateship, Friendship, Courtship, Courtship, Loveship. Alice Munro
• A World of Difference, selected stories by British and American writers. The Black Cat/Vicens Vives Advanced.
• Journeys, extracts from travel diaries, short stories, novels, articles and poems. The Black Cat/Vicens Vives Advanced.
• The Creative Impulse and Other Stories. W. Somerset Maugham. Macmillan/Heinemann
• The Woman in White. Wilkie Collins. Oxford UP Readers Stage 6
• The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole. Sue Townsend